YOU BOARD? By Victor Fleming

ACROSS
1. Computer shortcut
6. King takers, in card games
10. Cheese coated in red wax
14. Last word of "The Itsy-Bitsy Spider"
15. Zero, in tennis
16. Scrabble unit
17. Klimer or... Williams
18. Clapton or... Tindall
19. Hard disk contents
20. Keystone ___ (old comedy figure)
22. Anne Lamott's Rule
1: "When all ___ fails, follow instructions"
24. It creates a divided court
25. "Youth is ever ___ to judge in haste": Aaron Hill
28. Fancy dressers
30. ___ board
(manicurist's tool)
32. Woo pitcher, perhaps
34. City called "The Big Easy," casually
36. Vividly colored fish
37. "What's the big ___?"
39. Without ice or mixer
43. Shopaholic's delight
44. Joplin or... Nelson
45. Prefix with China
46. Pre-1917 Russian ruler
47. ___ up (confined)
48. "Ours ___ to reason why..."
49. Catch some ___ (sunbathe)
51. Soaps up
53. Sports awards
55. Female turkeys
57. "Is it ___ wonder...?"
58. Orangutan or gibbon
59. Legal beginning?
62. Scottish beret
64. Chevy car of yore
66. Simpson or... Hudy
68. Wynette or... Broaderick
72. Short train driver?
73. Laundry measure
74. "With this ring ___ wed"
75. Eye annoyance
76. In re equivalent
77. Certain collars or jackets
79. "Deflation is defined as a general decline in ___": Ben Bernanke
81. Acting like an adult male or... Mehta
83. Spanish dessert wine or... Lessens
84. Irritate
85. Granola bit
86. Put on, as clothing, or... Broderick
87. Gram starter?
88. Enhance with decorations
91. Hot-___
94. Catch sight of

DOWN
1. Rank below Lt. col.
2. In times past
3. Small island
4. Morinis or... Jarzemkowski
5. Peer in this room?
6. Draft call?
7. Apple centers
8. Morally bad
9. Parts of a min.
10. LAX listing
11. Keaton or... Sheffrey
12. Imitate a tailor, perhaps
13. Substantial
21. "Once upon a midnight dreary" writer
23. Wriggler in the water
25. "How to Dig ___ Hole" (YouTube video)
26. Insect stages
27. Lifting syllables
29. "Deflation is defined as a general decline in ___": Ben Bernanke
31. Acting like an adult male or... Mehta
33. Spanish dessert wine or... Lessens
34. Irritate
35. Granola bit
38. Put on, as clothing, or... Broderick
40. Gram starter?
41. Enhance with decorations
42. Hot-___
44. Catch sight of
48. "Both teams have the same point-count!"
50. African viper
52. Insect sung about in "High Hopes"
53. Gutter sites
54. Exhausted
55. Noonan or... Windsor
56. Assails
60. ___ brave
61. Ocho ___ Jamaica
63. Damon or... Copeland
65. "We ___ The World"
67. Clamor
69. Electrical conductance unit
70. Frat members
71. "You bet!"